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capital funds is greater than the supply. A more rapid
expansion of the supply of crédit could be stiniulated by the
Central bank, but in some circuinstanes ithis wou.ld create
too much credit'and give rise, to excessive competition'for
the available supply of' goods and services, -with inflationary
resul'ts. At timües, too, even though the total supply" of'
credit might flo t be excessive , it would be possible for
excesses to devel.op in one or 'another particular f'ield ozf
credit, such as consumer credit, or crédit f'or stock mnarket,,
trading on margîne or for accumulation of inventori1es. beyond.
reasonable requirernents, or for speculation in real estate,
and so on.0

1-shall fot di'-scussany part.icular fields of credit
today, but I think I should say a wiord about the kind of'
situation that arises when the overall demand f'or credit
appears to be excessive. ;There is clearly a limit to the-
total amount of' new capital development that is ph.ysically
possible at any particular.time-, just as thera.is to the
production of consumption goîods, for population and the. size
of the labour f'orce will be limiting factors even if' materials
and credit Were available in unlimited quantities. Under
certain conditions, when investment opportunities for the
development cf new business enterprises.and.expansion QIf old
seem particularly favourable, the total number of apparently
sound and desirable projeots may.add up to more physical
requirements than the economy with ail its resources can
acc.ommàodate0 At such a timeunless the monetary au.thorities
are Ignorant of' the conditions or fail to take account of'
them, you will have a situation of' so-called cr:edit stringencyg
with not enough crédit to satisfy all demnands and usually
With interest rates showing some rise in one sector or another
of the market as would-be borrowers compete with each other
for the available supply of funds.

I amn not speaking of' a condition of' actual restric-
tion or contraction of' crédit, which might arise when the
total supply of' money and credit had clearly become excessive
and muet actually be reduced. What I amn speaking of, the
condition of so-called credit stringency, would arise not
because the supply of' credit had been excessive and had to be
reduced, but simply because demand was expanding-too rapidly,
more rapidly than the supply of savings available to provide
the real basis for growing investment. If more people wanted
to do more things by way of' investment in new plant and
expansion of existing faciliti-es than was*in total physically
Possible or was financeable out of' new domestic saving plus
borrowing from abroad, it would serve no useful purpose, but
on the contrary do niuch harm, to have the total supply of'
credit expand se f'ast as t6 equal the excessive demand.

It is possible, therefore, that even when the total
supply of' money and crédit goes on inoreasing - as is happening
today, as bank boans are doing month af'ter month - nevertheless
t1te demand for credit, for access to funds giving the right to
use the savings of' others, may at times increase even faster,
and part of' that-demand may have to go unsatisf'ied. The t'act
that there might be some unsatisf'ied demand in such circum-
stances should flot be allowed to obscure the more important
tact that the total amount of investment was continuing to
grow at the highest feasible rate, that savings were contin-
Ually growing, and that larger totals of money and orédit
were in fact available than ever before.


